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PS 343: Tufte, Political Control of the Economy

I. Tufte’s fundamental messages (Preface to the Paperback Edition)

A. “...to understand anything in the economy, it is necessary to understand
politics. That is because the actions of politicians, the appointees of
politicians, interest groups, and voters routinely and significantly
determine economic policy—and, on those occasional days when policy
works, economic performance” (p. xi) [even if doesn’t work, usu. affects].

B. “...despite all the horror stories about political manipulation of the
economy [with many of which Tufte about to regale us...], it is far, far better—in
a democracy at least—to maintain and extend the political control over
the economy rather than turn things over to [supposed technocrats].
Unlike politicians, these folks (some of whom have conducted the recent
well-financed attack against the democratic control of economic policy)
do not have to face the competitive rigors of the political arena” (p. xi).

1. “The single most important fact about politicians is that they are elected.

2. The 2nd most important fact is that they usually seek re-election” (p. xi).
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C. “To understand the economic policies and...performances of the world’s
capitalist democracies, it is necessary to have a political theory of
economic policy” [Preface (1977), p. xiii]. Thus the book seeks to...

1. “...show how certain political variables determine macroeconomic [policies &]
outcomes in a systematic and predictable way...” and

2. “...provide evidence demonstrating...role of elections & political parties in
deciding who gets what, when, & how [emph. added: common pithy definition of

political economy, the study of...] in the political arena” (xiii).

D. Political Competition: “The simple fact of competition, especially when
competition is informed by political ideology, explains a great deal of
what goes on in the political world and, I argue, in important parts of the
economic world also” (p. xiv).
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Anecdotes Offering Preliminary Illustrative Rhetoric

“A government is not supported a hundredth part so much by the
constant, uniform, quiet prosperity of the country as by those damned
spurts which Pitt [right] used to have just in the nick of time.”
{Brougham [left], 1814 (as quoted, p. 3)} [Real GDP 1830-2009 top-middle; vote shares
bot.-mid., Pitt’s grp in orange.]

(Natural log of) Real GDP in U.K.
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Ronald Reagan: “Are you better off now than you were four
years ago?” (Asked it twice, actually, expecting different
response of course, v. Carter, v. Mondale)
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Clinton vs. Bush I: “It’s the economy, stupid!”

Clinton (v. Dole): repeated self & even borrowed Reagan’s line.
but Bush II (v. Gore (left), &,
lesser extent, v. Kerry (right))?
Exceptional? [What about
Obama v. McCain? (next page)]
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Obama was trailing
McCain in the polls,
in some polls badly,
until the financial
collapse hit that
summer...
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Obama v. Romney, an exception? [Not so
strongly so as some commentary may
have had you think, actually.]

Still, perhaps somewhat so: why? What
might learn from that re: conventional
wisdom/theory?
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May have seen this analysis briefly in intro, but we could return to it now in
specific context & for more, closer interpretation: [2-prty vote-share vs. wtd-avg rpcGDP growth over
term (log-linear)]
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Hibbs’ “Bread & Peace” Model (2008):
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(1) The estimated decay-rate, .95, implies:

So, e.g., last year of incumb’s term worth over 2.5
times what first yr worth (.32 vs. .12); and last 2 yrs
worth about 2× the 1st 2 (.64 vs. .36).

(And .95 is actually much lower decay than many
other estimates, including Hibbs’ own earlier ones,
have found.)

Qrtrs Ago .95Q Weight Cum.Wt.
0 1.00 0.086 0.086
1 0.95 0.082 0.168
2 0.90 0.078 0.245
3 0.86 0.074 0.319
4 0.81 0.070 0.389
5 0.77 0.066 0.455
6 0.74 0.063 0.518
7 0.70 0.060 0.578
8 0.66 0.057 0.635
9 0.63 0.054 0.690

10 0.60 0.051 0.741
11 0.57 0.049 0.790
12 0.54 0.046 0.836
13 0.51 0.044 0.880
14 0.49 0.042 0.922
15 0.46 0.040 0.962
16 0.44 0.038 1.000
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II. Central Hypothesis: “incumbents seek to determine location and
timing of economic benefits in promoting the fortunes of [themselves],
their party and friends” (p. 4). 

N.b., general: should apply somehow wherever incumbents contest elections...

N.b., perhaps even more general: some such mechanism should operate wherever incumbents
receive political support (electoral or other) based on economy...

C Tufte will expound argument in murder-mystery terms: motive, opportunity, weapon...

A. Motive: incumbent politicians desire re-election and believe that a
booming pre-election economy will help produce it

1. “...political commonplace since...Great Depression...that the performance of
the economy affects the electoral fate of the dominant party” (p.5)

2. ‘Wisdom’ of politicians & pundits on“pocket-book” issue = a description of
the implicit theory under which politicians and their advisers seem to operate:

a. “Economic movements in the months immediately preceding an election can tip
the balance and decide the outcome of the election.

b. Electorate rewards incumbents for prosperity and punishes them for recession.
c. Short-run spurts in economic growth in months immediately preceding an election

benefit incumbents” (p. 9).
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3. Nixon’s memoirs particularly candid about all this in attributing Republican
‘54, ‘58, & his own ‘60 losses to slumps that bottomed around election time.

a. Nixon’s quoted in Tufte at
right (pp. 6-7);

b. Some interesting quotes from
Kennedy, Johnson, & Ford admin’s also
(pp. 6-7) next slide.
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c. Eisenhower, according to Tufte, exceptional in strident fiscal & monetary
discipline and in thinking voters were also (p. 8)

(1) Tufte tries maintain throughout that Ike thusly unlike others & should be excluded,
(2) & notes that Ike’s exceptionalism did not take root in party or among pol’s more gen’ly,

perhaps particularly b/c Repub’s 1954, 1958, & 1960 losses attrib. to these stances.
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d. A couple of complications [possible paper topics?], raised early on:
(1) On U.K. for a comparative context, serving to demonstrate some generality beyond

U.S. and introducing complication of endogenous election-timing, see  fn. 9, p. 8
(following from Butler & Stokes 1974):

(2) Also, in fn. 10, p.8, raises issue of levels vs. changes (first-derivatives/differences), using
a quote from Tobin (1974), who believed the latter more relevant:
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B. Instruments (“weapons”):

1. Given goal of producing upturns or, more generally, benefit-delivery
or cost-deferral, timed around Election Day (i.e., given motive in
propositions 2a-c), administration needs an instrument that is... [?]
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2. Given goal of producing upturns or, more generally, benefit-delivery or
cost-removal,  timed around Election Day (i.e., given motive in propositions
2a-c), policymakers need instruments that are...

a. Easy to initiate and implement quickly.
b. Yields clear, immediate, & attributable (by whom? to whom?) economic benefits.

(1) to large numbers of voters,
(2) or at least some lrg grp voters [Clinton’s last State Union, & tons attention since: ‘Save

social security 1st!’; Bush’s pre-paid tax cuts; Obama’s ‘shovel-ready’ projects]

3. We might summarize as “Tufte’s 5 -ables”; ideal electioneering instrument is:
a. Targetable (by policymakers, to voters);

(1) N.b., how to target, broadly or narrowly, e.g., may depend on how policymakers best
distribute benefits to win elections, & so may vary by electoral systems, inter alia

b. Timeable (i.e., on-time delivery from policymakers to voters)
c. Manipulable (by policymakers)
d. Palpable (i.e., palpably effective, to voters)
e. Attributable (by voters, to (the correct) policymakers)

4. That suggests weapons of choice will be things like... [?]
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5. That suggests weapons of choice will be things like...
a. Transfer payments (SS, veteran’s benefits, other direct mailing of checks from

government to populace).
b. Tax cuts (and delayed tax increases, i.e., perhaps, deficits).

(1) Note recent innovation: tax-cut rebates paid in advance!

c. Certain kinds of spending plans, esp. public-works projects (and delayed spending
cuts).

(1) Visibly, i.e., palpably bringing jobs.

d. Increases (or delayed decreases) public employment (e.g., teachers, 1st responders).
(1) Ditto.

6. Tufte suggests also that increases in growth of real disposable income may serve
as reasonable summary indicator that some “electioneering” was afoot.

a. [Define real disposable income.]
b. [Why does Tufte argue it makes a plausible summary indicator?]
c. [Why might want summary indicator? Why not specific policies individually?]
d. [...an aside on Ramsey Rule... (see next page)]

e. [How well does real disposable income per se do on Tufte’s -ables?]
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Ramsey Rule for Electioneering:

* Incumbent policymakers have lots
of tools for trying to boost approval
around election time.

* They should use all of them. We
should see electoral cycles in all tools,
and/but:

* They should use the ones best
suited to electioneering (Tufte’s
–able’s) most.

* As need/desire to electioneer rises or
falls [like when?], all tools will be
used more/less.

* As need/desire to electioneer rises or
falls, the best (least useful) tools will
see their use rise/fall most (least).

* Also implies: if new tool added, it
is used, & so, for fixed need/pref, use
others 9 in proportion their relative

utility. Conversely, if tool removed, all others’ use 8 to compensate, again in proportion their relative net utility.

* Similarly, if relative-utility profile of one tool improves/worsens (89), its use 89 accordingly, & use others 98
in relative proportion to compensate.
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C. Preliminary Evidence...

1. ...from history of elections and economic
accelerations in 27 democracies,
1961-72 [Table 1-1, p. 12]. 

a. [By the way: 19 of 27 accelerate (growth
rate increases) Y

b. p(19 or more accelerates|27 independent
50-50 coin tosses)=.026]

ASIDE: in excel...

=BINOMDIST(y,n,p,{1,0})

y=successes, n=trials, p=p(success), and
{1,0}={cdf,pdf}
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2. ...from electoral history of real disposable income in US [Figure 1-1, p. 16]
a. 8/15 elect yrs. v. 6/14 non: real-disp-inc-pc growth accelerates, 8/11 if exclude Ike

(1) That’s p..30 (pr of 9 or more of 15 50-50s) with Ike; p..033 without him... [see Fig. 1-1]
(2) [Was Eisenhower exceptional? [see table at bottom-right, from p. 18: p..026]

b. [What about “current political climate”, which was also mentioned in this context?
How could we systematically incorporate incumbent beliefs &/or political climate?]
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3. ...from the political history of
unemployment in the US

a. UEt-12 to UEt-18 > UE at election, t0, in 6 of
8 presidential elects (p..144) [Fig. 1-2, p. 20]

(1) (a small side-note about seasonally adjusted
data in this context...)
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b. Evidence from purported trade-off between UE and INF [Table 1-2, p. 22] [aside:
probability these two variables, row (unemp & infl) & column (pres-elect v. other
years), independent (from 1-way ANOVA) . 0.037]
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4. ...from content analysis of US presidents’ State of U addresses 1946-69:
a. Social-welfare & allocative policies #2 issues (behind foreign pol); Rises over 1st

term, becomes dominant issue in 4th yr, lower in 2nd term (for.-pol. emph opposite)

5. ...from stock and financial markets: Evidenced that markets respond to...
a. ...changes election-result forecasts (Herron et al. 1999 on ‘92 election; Leblang &

Mukerjee 2004 on the 2000 election-night results).
b. ...changes government-collapse forecasts (Bernhard & Leblang 2006).

6. Studies of cycles elsewhere mentioned by Tufte:
a. Israel (from Ben-Porath 1975):

(1) 8 devaluations ‘52-74; none closer than 18 months before an election.
(2) In ‘73, income-tax reduction & value-added tax-hike proposed April, w/ elections

expected in November. Former implemented pre-, latter delayed until post-.
(3) 5 of 6 elections saw per-cap consumption increase pre-elect. +7.4% pre- vs. +2% post.

Per cap income similar: +7.9% pre-, +3.7% post-. (averages).

b. Philippines (from Averch et al. 1971):
(1) Pub works, pub jobs, etc., in “biennial lurch”
(2) Budget: Deficit in 6/6 election years; surplus in 5/5 non-elect.

c. [Regularity/predictability, magnitude electoral cycles in established & developed
dem’s vs. young, insecure, underdeveloped dem’s? (Paper topics?)]
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Basic Building Blocks of the Theory:

Motive? (2 Parts)

Opportunity? (3 Parts)

Weapons? (Discussed Above)
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III. Basic Building Blocks of the Theory: Motive, Opportunity, Weapons

A. Motive:
1. Policymakers desire to retain office; i.e., incumbents desire re-election

2. Voters & other political actors (myopically) reward good econ performance
(experience, feeling) & punish bad with electoral support or its denial

B. Opportunity: Policymakers...

1. ...control some policies,

2. ...that can affect voters’ & other key actors’ (perceptions of) econ experience,

3. ...for which (perceived) economic experiences voters’ and other actors’ can &
do credit/blame the incumbent.

C. Weapons [discussed above desiderata in policies for electioneering: Tufte’s
5 “–ables” (n.b., that’s my term, my summary his arg’s, not his)]

D. Conclusion: Y policymakers “electioneer”, i.e., manipulate policies to
produce perceived economic upturns & benefits before elections and
obscure or delay until after elections any economic downturns & costs
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IV. Some complications of the base theory: Context-Conditional
Electoral-Cycles

A. Economic-policy control not necessarily unified in single policymaker

1. [Examples?]

2. [Implications?]

B. Degree of policymaker discretion, control, & maneuverability of policy,
efficacy of policy, varies from policy to policy, situation to situation.

1. [How so?] [e.g., openness/globalization? e.g., indebtedness? other ideas?]

2. [So what?]

C. Endogenous election-timing

1.  [Define endogeneity] [Define endogenous election-timing]

2. Are dissolutions more easily timed to coincide w/ expansions or vice versa?

3. Now what will we expect? How should countries with endogenous election-
timing systematically differ from those with exogenous.

a. Consider footnote 16 on page 14. [next slide]
b. [other possibilities]
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Ideas re: endogenous election-timing:
Expectations re: variation policy (magnitude policy electoral cycles) vs. variation outcomes;
Expectations re: duration of partisan control of government
Other ideas re: other political-economic outcomes affected?
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D. Tufte also mentions “Beliefs and Economic Reality”

1. Policymakers’ beliefs about economic reality

2. Policymakers’ beliefs about voters’ beliefs about economic reality

3. Voters beliefs about economic reality

4. [Tufte doesn’t mention voters’ beliefs re policymakers’ beliefs about economic
reality; should he have? Note on ‘rational expectations’ in this context.

a. Rational-expectations economics & real-outcome electoral cycles.
b. Rational-expectations politics & endogenous election timing.]

E. Expected closeness of coming election 

1. [why & how should this matter?]

2. [See note on costliness of manipulation. How connected?]

F. Political stakes/value win elects, & so value econ manip, varies cross elects

1. [For example? What would this imply?]

2. [What does Tufte focus on in this regard?]

3. [Other considerations we should take into account?]

4. Evidence on relationship b/w stakes & growth real disp inc per cap [T1-3:p25]
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Strength of the evidence is, again, not overwhelming, actually, but some signs that
at least on-year elections with incumbent president seeking re-election are more
likely to exhibit notably higher (+2.5%) real-disposable-income-per-capita growth
than non-election years.

Year RpcDispIncGrow OnNoIncumb Midterm OnIncumb
1946 -2.6 0 1 0 Regression Output:
1947 -5.9 0 0 0 Constant 1.38
1948 3.4 0 0 1 Std Err of Y Est 2.93
1949 -1.5 0 0 0 R Squared 0.10
1950 5.9 0 1 0 No. of Observations 23
1951 0.9 0 0 0 Degrees of Freedom 19
1952 1.1 1 0 0 OnNoIncumb Midterm OnIncumb
1961 1 0 0 0 X Coefficient(s) 0.57 0.37 2.52
1962 2.6 0 1 0 Std Err of Coef. 2.25 1.49 1.71
1963 1.9 0 0 0 t-statistic 0.25 0.25 1.47
1964 5.6 0 0 1 p-level 0.40 0.40 0.08
1965 4.8 0 0 0
1966 3.9 0 1 0
1967 3 0 0 0
1968 2.8 1 0 0
1969 1.5 0 0 0
1970 3 0 1 0
1971 2.6 0 0 0
1972 3.3 0 0 1
1973 5.9 0 0 0
1974 -2.3 0 1 0
1975 1 0 0 0
1976 3.3 0 0 1

Year RpcDispIncGrow OnNoIncumbOnIncumb
1946 -2.6 1 0 Regression Output:
1947 -5.9 0 0 Constant 1.38
1948 3.4 0 1 Std Err of Y Est 2.86
1949 -1.5 0 0 R Squared 0.10
1950 5.9 1 0 No. of Observations 23
1951 0.9 0 0 Degrees of Freedom 20
1952 1.1 1 0 EleNoInc OnIncumb
1961 1 0 0 X Coefficient(s) 0.42 2.52
1962 2.6 1 0 Std Err of Coef. 1.33 1.67
1963 1.9 0 0 t-statistic 0.32 1.51
1964 5.6 0 1 p-level 0.38 0.07
1965 4.8 0 0
1966 3.9 1 0
1967 3 0 0
1968 2.8 1 0
1969 1.5 0 0
1970 3 1 0
1971 2.6 0 0
1972 3.3 0 1
1973 5.9 0 0
1974 -2.3 1 0
1975 1 0 0
1976 3.3 0 1
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[Testing whether projector does better with embedded png created from pdf: this slide... (vs. next just pdf snapshot).]

* RGDPpc growth over last 35yrs has still been as Tufte would predict: On-Year w/ Incumbent > Midterm >
On-Year w/o Incumbent > Non-election year, by averages. By median, it’s a little different but basically support:
On-Year w/o Incumbent> On-Year w/ Incumbent > Midterm > Non-election year. However, statistically, the
evidence has not been as strong in support of these patterns: differences have become “insignificant”.
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[...or snapshot-copied from pdf (this slide).]

* RGDPpc growth over last 35yrs has still been as Tufte would predict: On-Year w/ Incumbent > Midterm >
On-Year w/o Incumbent > Non-election year, by averages. By median, it’s a little different but basically support:
On-Year w/o Incumbent> On-Year w/ Incumbent > Midterm > Non-election year. However, statistically, the
evidence has not been as strong in support of these patterns: differences have become “insignificant”.
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G. To attempt to manipulate the economy may be politically costly (p. 23)

1. [How so? What might be costly about it? (At least two things)]

2. [What does this imply about electoral cycles? (Can relate to point E above)]

V. Credit-Taking, Kyphosis, & 1972 case-study [Figs. 2.1-7, pp. 32-41]

A. Credit-Taking

1. “The quickest way to [accelerate] real disposable income is to mail more
people larger checks—that is, for transfer payments to increase” (p. 29).

a. 9 of 13 SS increases (9/1950 to 6/1976) in even-number yrs (p..133; Table 2-1)

b. 8 of 9 within-year SS increases were in even number yrs (p..019; Table 2-1)
c. Since 1954, notice of raise comes w/ Presidential message & name (Fig. 2-1)
d. Within-year increases usu. Sept. (4 of 6 Y p..0000 in pre-COLA era) Y Benefit

increases in Sept., Taxes in Jan. (Fig. 2-2)
e. Congress enacts automatic (COLA) increases in after the 1972 exorbitance

2. [Again, note recent innovation of mailing rebates from tax cuts in advance.]
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9 of 13 SS increases
(9/1950 to 6/1976)
in even-number years
(p..133; Table 2-1)

[but only 6 or 7 of
10 noting change to
“automatic” COLA
(.377 or .172)]

8 of 9 within-year SS
increases were in
even number years
(p..019; Table 2-1)

[100% if exclude
auto-COLA era]
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Since 1954, notice of raise comes w/ Presidential message &
signed by President & Congressperson (Fig. 2-1)...

[...significance of signatures? ...of having both signatures?]
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Within-year increases
usu. Sept.

 (4 of 6 Y p..0000 in
pre-COLA era) (null
hypothesis: all 12 months
equally likely) 

September timing Y
Benefit increases in
Sept., Taxes increase
in Jan.
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3. SS Taxes
a. Greater payroll-tax hikes in 17 non-election yrs, 11 election yrs, & 1 tie (p..13)
b. Taxes collect starts Jan. until some ceiling; taxes over for many/most by Nov.

4. Campaigns & “Bidding Up” SS Promises (Follow passage pp. 35-36; elab.)
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5. [Think through implications of considering challenger(s)’s role more fully...]
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6. Veterans’ Payments also Tend to Peak in 4th Q of Election Years (Fig. 2-3)
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B. Kyphosis
1. Normally, transfer payments peaked for year in Dec.: 7/8 odd-number years,

Dec. max. (Fig. 2-4, p. 40); 4/7 even years, Oct. or Nov. max. (Fig. 2-5)
2. Can adjust timing via politician influence of bureau.; requires no legislation

[manipulate timing of extant policies scores esp. high on manipul- & time-able]
a. Requires powerful president to sway bur. (done to avoid presidential displeasure)
b. If so, suggests more popular presidents will produce more kyphosis.
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3. Fig. 2-6: SS checks delivered 3rd day of month or first delivery day after

a. Y octokyphosis if early 1st-week Nov. elect. (1964, 1970; elect. on 3rd)

b. Y novemkyphosis if late 1st-week Nov. elect. (1962, 1972; elect. on 6th, 7th)

4. Through 1977, fiscal year ran July 1 to June 30; beginning FY1978, shifted
to Oct. 1 through Sept. 30... spending tends to heap around FY transitions

a. Public spend rises some at fiscal-yr end as agencies strive to spend remainders
b. Any public-spend increases (e.g., COLA...) begin at start of new fiscal years
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C. The Presidential Campaign in 1972 and Economic Policy

1. Arthur Burns (Nixon-appointed Fed Chair), Herbert Stein (Council Ec.
Advisors Chair), & R. Nixon all firm believers in this mechanism

2. Burns bows to Pres. requests for monetary easing: [Table 2-2 on generality]
a. Probability of Table 2-2 top (chi-square test) = .094, and p(bottom)=.058

3. p. 53 (scanned below-right) on spending particulars; Tufte’s guesstimate: 75
million people benefitted from such increased transfers

payments
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VI. Further extensions of the theory (some are repeats of above)

A. Compares degrees of manipulation of real-disposable-income-per-capita
and unemployment. (p. 57) [Which do you think more? Why?]

B. Transfers preferred to broad macroeconomic policy-manipulation [why?];
transfers as % of govt spending rose dramatically in all democracies, until
very recently perhaps. Connection? [Discuss; what more needed? (next)]

C. Stop-Go cycles & partisan electoral compete [quote Lindbeck pp. 58-59
(next2)–stress role BoP & other budget-constraint considerations].

D. Why such electorally motivated economic policy (i.e., electioneering) often
bi-partisan & bureaucratically supported? (p 59)

E. What role do election challengers play in all of this? (p. 60)

F. Tufte suggests also implications re: relative power of administration,
congress, & bureaucracy over the electoral cycle
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Figures from Franzese, Macroeconomic Policies of
Developed Democracies.
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G. Asymmetric policy: may be as much or more that govt fails to do things
would o/w do than that govt actively does something it otherwise would
not in election years (fn. 30-31, p.61–on next slide for details if want)

1. E.g., Military-base closings=non-elect. yrs ; “Showcase-programs”=elect. yrs

2. E.g., Morgantown people-mover, Methadone trials, foreign-policy delay or
advance, presidential appointment delays, advances, or choices

H. [Might opposition even try (covertly) to sabotage economy? Why (not)?]

VII. Limits on PBC’s: Given all this motive, means, & opportunity, why
not even more extreme & regular electoral manipulation?

A. Incentives that most favor incumbent manipulation do not always obtain

B. Being seen to manipulate economy for political gain is politically costly
[how so?] Y need at least justify [Other costs electoral manipulation?]

C. Divided authority over policy with conflict of interest among authorities

D. Other considerations (e.g., economic shocks) affect policy as well

E. Tufte also mentions: Character, ideology, and beliefs of the incumbent
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VIII. Some complications regarding empirical evaluation of theory

A. In short, everything that complicates the theory, complicates (or should
complicate) empirical analysis; must try to model or control these things

1. Policies motivated by lots of other concerns too (e.g., the good of the nation,
ideology of the policymakers, etc.).

2. Economic outcomes affected by much more than electorally-motivated
policies; moreover, policies do not always achieve their aims.

3. Domestic & international, political & economic, institutional & structural
constraints upon policymakers’ discretion over policy...

a. Open econ (Trade&Cap Mob)Ymacro mngmt gen’ly harder, less ideal on -ables...:
b. Changes in Exchange-Rate Regime (Gold Std, Its Collapse, Bretton Woods, Its

Collapse, EMU1-2-Euro, Its Crises) also important complications:
(1) Particularly monetary & fiscal policy maneuverability & efficacy greatly affected.
(2) More to come in Clark (and in my articles & chapter just before midterm).

B. Endogeneity, esp. in light of rational-expectations economics.

C. Seasonal adjustment of economic data [What is it & why typically done?]
[Should we seasonally adjust here?]
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IX. Note on Elections in the International Economy (ch. 3): Economies
of capitalist democracies (especially) have increasingly synchronized

A. Table 3-1 (p. 66):

1. Of G-7, only Italy had greater growth in its own than in US election years

2. All had greater growth in their own election-years than non-election years
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B. All have “endogenous election-timing” (p. 67, and Fig 3-1)

1. From1959-70, in G-7 excluding US, 13/22 in odd-yrs & 9/22 in even yrs;
from 1971-76, 1/12 in odd-yrs (& that in a boom) & 11/12 in even yrs:
(1) p=.003 that odd & even same 1971-76; p=.0004 that 1959-70 same as 71-76; but...
(2) [Is that odd? or favorable? considering collapse Bretton Woods/closing Dollar-Gold window?

Or, instead, is primary consideration smoother trend economic integration?]
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2. Suggestions / Extensions
a. Possibility of an international electoral-cycle. Autonomy 9 as increasingly small

and open, so extent coincide w/ US 8?
b. fn1, p. 69: importance reserve assets &, by implication, fiscal position more gen’ly

to ability to manip for econ advantage Fn3 (p.69-70): interesting quote on upshot:
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X. Political Parties and Macroeconomic Outcomes (ch. 4):

A. Tufte: If electoral calendar sets policy schedule & timing, partisanship &
ideology sets substance.

B. [Hibbs more thoroughly, so may/likely defer much of this chapter.]

C. Do Parties Differ? For instance, consider economic priorities of...

D. Parties of the Right: E. Parties of the Left:
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XI. Political Parties and Macroeconomic Outcomes (ch. 4):

A. Parties of the Right:

1. Low taxes

2. Low inflation

3. Modest and balanced budgets

4. Oppose equalization

5. Accept more UE for less INF

B. Parties of the Left:

1. Equalization

2. Low unemployment

3. High wages

4. Larger budgets (stress balance less)

5. Accept higher INF for lower UE

C. Democratic and Republican platforms

1. Preliminary considerations
a. Compare ‘76 Dem & Rep platforms (pp.72-3) to Clinton era, Dem more ): why?
b. Dem & Rep platforms contrast more than public opinion on issues: why?
c. Note even typographic style & how best to misquote forefathers differs (fn. 3)

(1) [scanned onto slide two slides down...]

d. ‘44-‘64 platforms differ more on economic & labor issues than other issues (foreign
affairs, defense, agriculture, natural resources, welfare, govt, & civil rights)

e. Table 4-1 (p. 75): Word Usage Differences in ‘76 platforms
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It’s just too hilariously perfect not to quote at length...
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f. Voters likewise divided (though less) (p. 76,
shown below-left); & also in economic consequences of
recession, at least in perception (below that, from Ch. 5)

g. Concern re: inflation and unemployment
highly cyclical and common among voters (Fig. 4-1),
but persistent partisan differences evident.
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2. Analysis of Economic Reports of President & Annual Reports of Council of Economic
Advisors: data in Table 4-2, analysis in 4-3 and 4-4
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3. Divergent party ideology rooted in soc-ec diff’s supporters (pp. 84-5, T 4-5)
a. Economic interests & conditions especially influence independents Y effect rising?

   

Madison, Federalist 10:

“...most common & durable source of
factions has been the various and unequal
distribution of property ... regulation of
these various and interfering interests forms
the principal task of modern legislation and
involves the spirit of party and faction in the
necessary & ordinary operations of
government.”
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D. Implications: Party ideologies & platforms (promises) differ; voters
recognize & act on these diff’s; parties generally fulfill their promises

1. Evidence (p. 90): From Pomper’s data, acted upon 84% of specific promises
winning-party platform against 53% of losing-party platform (much agree).

2. => Figures 4-2 (UE/INF), 4-3 Equalization, 4-4 & 4-5 Size of Government
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3. => pp. 100-1, US and other electoral policy-cycle diagram
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4. => (pp. 101-2) Tufte’s Conclusion: two rules of the electoral policy-cycle:
a. I f  p r o m i n e n t

problem in public opinion,
tackle that regardless;

b. if not, then follow
partisan preference-ordering.

c. => Left’s INF-UE
cycle path coming
into elect differs
from Right’s:

(1) Tufte says Left
clockwise & Right
counter-clockwise...

(2) ...except didn’t
seem like held so
well empirically...
(Fig 4-6)
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XII. Economic & Political Determinants of Electoral Outcomes (ch. 5)
Off-Year Congressional Elections (note “the midterm cycle”; see also two pages down)
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Even more regular comparing to preceding on-year Congressional vote-share for president’s party [could elaborate
on why mid-year cycle & why so regular, etc. if time & inclination...]:
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On-Year Congressional Elections
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Presidential Elections
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(Chapter continues...) It’s the Economy... [top-left=”coat-tails”; bot-lft=pres econ-vote; right: suggestion that much of former is from latter...]
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No, Really, It’s the Economy, I’m telling you! [also clear w/in parties & across income groups that stronger econ percept=more vote]
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& not just at election time...[President-Approval Data], where seems sociotropic & forward-looking:

  Source |       SS       df       MS                  Number of obs =     153  
---------+------------------------------               F( 23,   129) =   71.72  
   Model |  20309.7179    23  883.031212               Prob > F      =  0.0000  
Residual |  1588.28213   129  12.3122646               R-squared     =  0.9275  
---------+------------------------------               Adj R-squared =  0.9145  
   Total |    21898.00   152  144.065789               Root MSE      =  3.5089  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
     app |      Coef.   Std. Err.       t     P>|t|       [95% Conf. Interval]  
---------+--------------------------------------------------------------------  
     jfk |   2.581058   1.878363      1.374   0.172      -1.135329    6.297445  
     lbj |   2.593665   2.221758      1.167   0.245      -1.802137    6.989467  
     rmn |   10.34544   3.468119      2.983   0.003       3.483686     17.2072  
     grf |   8.717926   4.191036      2.080   0.039       .4258592    17.00999  
     jec |   7.386476   4.902093      1.507   0.134      -2.312434    17.08539  
     rwr |   10.46563   5.867929      1.784   0.077      -1.144206    22.07548  
     ghb |   12.91865   7.544661      1.712   0.089      -2.008642    27.84595  
    ighb |  -1.854079   3.834161     -0.484   0.630       -9.44006    5.731902  
    igrf |    25.7791   3.926221      6.566   0.000       18.01098    33.54723  
    ijec |   19.41251   3.823367      5.077   0.000       11.84788    26.97713  
    ijfk |    11.7294   3.913031      2.998   0.003        3.98737    19.47143  
    ilbj |    3.58714   3.857856      0.930   0.354      -4.045722       11.22  
    irmn |   10.40982    3.89987      2.669   0.009       2.693833    18.12581  
    irwr |    19.6743   3.840158      5.123   0.000       12.07645    27.27214  
timeindx |  -.3395331   .2273093     -1.494   0.138      -.7892702    .1102039  
  applag |   .7493016   .0445763     16.809   0.000       .6611063    .8374969  
  events |   6.639519   .8238042      8.060   0.000       5.009603    8.269436  
    viet |  -.4244728   .1968133     -2.157   0.033      -.8138727   -.0350729  
 gulfwar |   25.22281   3.721331      6.778   0.000       17.86007    32.58555  
    pago |   .0103544   .0665479      0.156   0.877      -.1213123     .142021  
    pexp |   .0425693   .0830906      0.512   0.609      -.1218274     .206966  
    bago |   .0133858   .0206169      0.649   0.517      -.0274053    .0541769  
    bfut |   .1337487   .0450728      2.967   0.004       .0445711    .2229264  
   _cons |   656.7399   444.5089      1.477   0.142      -222.7318    1536.212 
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And we already saw these following figures, but we could return to them once again now for further,
& comparative insights:

(1) Notice the estimated decay-
rate, .95, implies:

So, e.g., last year of incumb’s
term worth over 2.5 times what
first year worth (.32 vs. .12)...

Qrtrs Ago .95Q Weight Cum.Wt.
0 1.00 0.086 0.086
1 0.95 0.082 0.168
2 0.90 0.078 0.245
3 0.86 0.074 0.319
4 0.81 0.070 0.389
5 0.77 0.066 0.455
6 0.74 0.063 0.518
7 0.70 0.060 0.578
8 0.66 0.057 0.635
9 0.63 0.054 0.690

10 0.60 0.051 0.741
11 0.57 0.049 0.790
12 0.54 0.046 0.836
13 0.51 0.044 0.880
14 0.49 0.042 0.922
15 0.46 0.040 0.962
16 0.44 0.038 1.000
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(2)

[see also next 2 slides]

I n c e n t i v e  t o
electioneer varies
across countries (but
note that, as it does,
it does so along with
accountability for the
economy...
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Alternatively, same authors, different ways of presenting
similar set of estimates:

Notice that magnitude of economic vote generally greater in countries with typically single-party, majority
governments (e.g., inter alia).

& openness? [see next slide]

& domestic policymaker control of policies of
varying maneuverability & efficacy?
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Hellwig & Samuels on Economic Exposure and the Economic Vote

1 2 3

1 3

Incumbent Vote-Share  ... EconPerf Openness+ EconPerf Openness+...
Incumbent Vote-ShareEffect of EconPerf on IncumbVote: Openness

EconPerf
Effect of Open on Effect of EconPerf on IncumbVo

b b b

b b

= + + ×
Δ

 = +
Δ



3

te: 
Incumbent Vote-Share

EconPerf                      
Openness

b

Δ Δ  Δ  =
Δ
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XIII. Conclusions and Evaluations (ch. 6)

A. [Second and third paragraphs on p. 137 can serve as a brief summary of
the arguments and findings in the previous chapters. Scanned to next...]

B. Limits to political control:

1. Competing devices and authorities for making economic policy.

2. Limited effectiveness of any policy in altering economic conditions in a large
economy, or a small, open one, or a diverse one.

3. Private economy: political control of economy can usually only operate at
margin rather than on underlying structure of economy—much or most of
economic conditions determined by aggregate of private-sector actions.

4. Incompetence and Exogenous Shocks—self-explanatory.

5. Policy Inertia:
a. Difficult to change “momentum” of established policies.
b. Uncertain lead and lag times of policy implementation and effects thereof.
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6. Divided Interests:
a. Policy authority may be divided across several entities:

(1) Governmental separation of powers and/or federalism;
(2) Bureaucratic power, including Central Bank power.

b. Important that each of these may have a different constituency.

7. Mutual Agreements to “Depoliticize” Economic Policy:
a. Central banks in some places (and increasingly in many places now);
b. Collection & reporting of econ. data; despite frequent allegations (and their

occasional truth), the collection and reporting of economic data has managed to
be fairly nonpolitical in most democracies [why do you suppose that is?]

c. Tufte’s conjecture:
(1) ceteris paribus, the more important the agency, the more likely & intense political control.
(2) [Can you think of alternative or refinement? How might this depend on whether and

how well political control can deliver and whether and how publicly pol can divest?]
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8. Economic Theory and Advisers:
a. Difficult (not impossible, but takes strong political pressure) to ignore consensus

among theoreticians, such as:
(1) (Generally) Free(ish) trade;
(2) No floors or ceilings on prices or wages;
(3) Macro-policy to stabilize the economy (consensus here has considerably eroded).

b. Difficulty often overcome, though, esp. via impact ‘special-interest groups’:
(1) Define...
(2) Olson’s Logic of Collective Action...

c. Through Council of Economic Advisers, economic consensus has institutionalized
voice in US; similar formal institutions in some, not all, capitalist democracies.
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C. Tufte’s Evaluations

1. Costs of Political Control of the Economy may be substantial
a. Stop-and-go economies;
b. “...making elect-year prank of the social security system & payroll tax...” (p. 143)
c. Bias toward policies with immediate and highly visible benefits and deferred,

hidden costs [and v.v.]—myopia.
d. Special-interest politics biases policy toward those with small costs on many and

large benefits for few.
e. Econ. optimal adjustment paths altered to politically optimal ones (Fig p. 144).
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2. Inflationary bias of democratic (small d) politics?
a. Reasons to believe inflationary bias to democratic politics:

(1) Nordhaus, in Tufte-like model with exploitable INF-UE tradeoff concluded ‘politically
determined policy...[has] lower UE & higher INF than optimal’

(2) [Modern neoclassical economic theory of monetary policy]
(3) Tufte: Voters misled.

(a) The evidence indicates that voters do not like inflation;
(b) Must not correctly evaluate post-electoral INF-costs of pre-electoral booms;
(c) Alternatives: (a) consider latter worth former; (b) neoclassical monetary-policy story.

b. Reasons to believe no inflationary bias to democratic politics:
(1) Political costs of INF could easily be higher than those for UE => deflationary
(2) Evidence indicates voters would punish incumb’s for inflationary policy if near elections
(3) Voters know right parties produce lower inflation(ary biases); they could easily elect

them if concerned about “inflationary bias”.

3. Short-termism: hard to argue electoral politics does not limit long-range
planning ability of policymakers: policies that entail costs now and benefits
after election and v.v. may be overly hard or easy sells in democracy. If voters
rational and informed, though, they can evaluate appropriately

4. Any assessment of costs of the electoral policy and outcome cycle depends on
one’s evaluation of specific policies it promotes
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D. Tufte’s Prescriptions

1. Diminish Motive &/or Opportunity: I.e., adjust electoral-timing aspects.
a. Reduce [or increase?] the flexibility of incumbents in calling elections;
b. Random election dates—theoretically interesting, practically implausible;
c. Desynchronization of the electoral and economic calendars.

2. Reduce opportunity &/or weapons: I.e., attempt to dilute political control of
economic policy:

a. Not likely to work as long as voters hold politicians responsible for economy;
b. Most common in monetary policy. [why in monetary do you suppose?]
c. Tufte on the “depoliticization movement”:

(1) Arises after the Nixon-Burns fiasco in ‘72; that was extreme, & seems to have self-
corrected to considerable degree;

(2) Proposed cures “obtuse”—removing economic policy from political control in general,
all in effort to reduce particular problem of election-year economics;

(3) Proposed remedies significantly reduce electorate’s control in area, economic policy,
where democratic model actually seems most realized in practice.
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3. Increase Enforcement:
a. Public pressure on collaborators in the game (bureaucracy mostly).
b. Increase public attention to election campaigns [how? Certainly info quantity

increased; what’s your assessment of how well that’s worked?]
c. Increased public exposure of the political manipulation of the economy

(1) Any biases are not those of an informed public, but rather occur because public only
partially informed;

(2) Role of the opposition, media, and education.

4. [In considering these prescriptions, how might we begin to estimate
empirically the extent to which may be helpful?]


